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In all societies children have many layers of representational resources available to them. Play, movement, song, drama, language and artistic activity are but some of the modalities by which they learn to make sense of their world (Short, Kauffman and Kahn 160). The concept of multimodal ways of communicating, however, although very much in vogue in literacy studies, is not a new model within the Ugandan communities in which we work. In many parts of Uganda, indigenous knowledge and ways of communicating have been integrated into non-formal learning contexts, particularly in Freirean-based adult literacy programmes such as UPLIFT-Uganda (Pokorny 10–11) and REFLECT (Attwood, Castle and Smythe 137–158). Within the formal school system, however, teachers are often constrained in their ability to recognize alternative or indigenous modes of representing and communicating knowledge due to a strong emphasis on examinations, teaching to the curriculum and a lack of resources and teacher training, particularly in rural areas. This is a particular problem in the higher
classes (Primary 5 and up). The need for pedagogical and curricular change has become even more pressing with the cultural, economic, social and political changes that are inherent in the new century. Ugandan schools, like their counterparts in other parts of the world, must now grapple with the question, ‘What will it mean to be a reader and writer in the 21st century?’ (Luke and Elkins 5).

In Uganda, the vision of literacy in the future is linked inextricably to the English language. Given that English is a third, even fourth, language for the majority of students, there is a pressing need for including in school curricula alternative modes of representation and communication that acknowledge the limits of language (Kress and Jewitt 1–18; New London Group 60–92; Stein 95–115). Mushengyezi argues that in many parts of Africa governments and their development partners are often guilty of transplanting communication models from the developed world into local African communities (107). A theory of multimodality is undergirded by the assumption that within a particular social, cultural and linguistic context, people make meaning through multiple means. These indigenous modes of communication are deeply embedded in the local culture rather than being transplants.

In the spirit of this debate, this article draws on our current research in Uganda to address the following two questions:

1. To what extent can the modalities of drawing, photography and dramatic performance enhance teachers’ understanding of the way students use the English language?
2. How can students’ use of the English language inform English teaching and curriculum development?

We begin by locating the study within the broader literature, then turn to an examination of the centrality of English in Ugandan schooling before introducing our research sites. Our research on the use of multimodality in six schools, two in southwestern Uganda and four in eastern Uganda, is presented with a focus on drawing, photography and drama, which are of central interest in these research sites. We conclude with the recommendation that multimodal pedagogies be incorporated more fully into the Ugandan English curriculum, while also highlighting the challenges teachers face in this regard.

The importance of multimodality in pedagogical sites is receiving greater attention amongst scholars in different regions of the world. Until recently there has been a privileging of written modes of representation in theories of
communication. However, scholars are increasingly recognizing that in any communicative mode, language, whether written or spoken, is only part of the meaning-making process (Kress and Jewitt 1–18). Indeed, any communicative event involves simultaneous modes whereby meaning is communicated in different ways through images, gestures and speech. Kress asserts that we need to take a completely fresh look at theories of communication in order to set a new agenda that includes the full range of semiotic modes in use in a particular society (182–202). Integral to this new agenda is how cultures select from, and choose to develop, particular multimodal possibilities for communication (Kress and van Leeuwen 1–14).

The key notion in any semiotic mode is the ‘sign’, which is comprised of forms (signifiers) such as colour, perspective, line and movement that are used to realize meanings (signifieds) (Kress and Van Leeuwen 5–12). Sign-makers, within a particular sociocultural context, use the forms they consider most apt for the expression of their meaning, in whatever medium they have ‘to hand’ (for instance the use of a cardboard box to make a house or the use of music to portray mood). The interests of the sign-maker, at the moment of making the sign, lead her or him to choose an aspect or feature of the object being represented as critical for representation. The resources used for representing the object have histories; they are ‘at once the products of cultural histories and the cognitive resources we use to create meaning in the production and interpretation of visual and other messages’ (Jewitt and Oyama 136).

The human body has a wide range of communicative possibilities; each of the senses is attuned in a specific way to the natural environment, providing us with highly differential information (Kress 184). A multimodal approach to learning begins from a theoretical position that treats all of these modes of meaning-making as equally significant. Many of these modes, however, particularly visual, musical and performative, have been removed from school curricula in Western contexts except as specialist activities (Kress 183). As Sidelnick and Svoboda argue, ‘aesthetic, narrative, and reflective inquiries using the arts help children attain new conceptual language to organize and express their learning, and serve as instruments for acquiring knowledge’ (174). Ideally, approaches to teaching and assessment should focus on the individual child’s strengths and styles of representation. There are a growing number of language arts educators and researchers (Davis and Reed 101–118; Shohamy 72–92) calling for a multimodal perspective that recognizes art, music, dance, drama and film as forms of literacy that play an important role in the development of children’s lives. This broader definition of literacy
goes beyond language symbols to that of multiple symbols. Critical to this perspective is the understanding that symbol systems other than language are not ‘tack-ons’, but rather relevant options for creating and expressing meaning.

In order to address the potential impact of multimodal pedagogies for English education in Uganda, it is important to provide an overview of current uses of English in Ugandan schools. For all Ugandan students, English is the language of instruction in all subjects from Primary 4 onwards. Although some Ugandan children grow up speaking English in the home, this is rare, and generally a characteristic of affluent families in urban centres. Only approximately 5% of the population in Uganda has access to contemporary forms of communication in English such as television, radio, and the internet (Mushengyezi 107). Instead, the predominantly rural population relies on indigenous media to communicate with one another.

The teaching of English in Uganda has not been without controversy, and the question of whether English in its standard form or Englishes, as in world Englishes, should be the focus of teaching has yet to be resolved (Fisher 34–40). In 1998, there were 27 teacher resource centres responsible for in-service education for teachers and the distribution of English, Maths, and Science textbooks and teaching materials. In addition, starting in 1996, lead teams developed and implemented in 39 districts modules targeting teachers’ expressed needs. Yet, according to Fisher, spoken and written English are a struggle for most students, including students at the university level (36).

The research report here is part of a larger study being conducted in three districts of Uganda: Masaka in the southwest, Mbale in the east and Nebbi in the northwest. The broader study, which began in August 2003, is centrally concerned with the relationship between literacy, gender and sustainable development, and includes both formal and informal schooling, children and adults. For the purposes of this article, we focus on six selected schools: two rural schools in Masakam (Banda Primary School and Banda Secondary School), one urban school (Mount Elgon Secondary School) and three rural secondary schools (Bulula Girls’ School, Masulila High School and Namisidwa High School) in Mbale. All schools except Bulula Girls’ School have a mixed population of girls and boys. Data collection involved interviews with students and teachers in all six schools, document analysis of collected student drawings and photographs in Banda Primary and Banda Secondary, respectively, as well as observations of student dramatic performances in Mount Elgon Secondary. We also interviewed curriculum planners at the Ugandan Ministry of Education’s Curriculum Centre in Kampala and studied the guidelines for the English curriculum. Data collection took place between September 2004 and April 2005. Further details of the specific methodologies
used will be discussed with reference to each research site. Pseudonyms for students and schools are used throughout this article.

**DRAWINGS AS A WINDOW ON PRIMARY SCHOOL STUDENTS’ PERCEPTIONS OF ENGLISH LITERACY**

Studies of children’s visual representations of the reading and writing practices in their lives, both inside and outside school (Kendrick and McKay 109–28; Kendrick, McKay, and Moffatt 185–204) show that children not only have very rich images of literacy, but also that their drawings reveal complex understandings about the multi-faceted and interactive nature of literacy, including how the students perceive themselves and others in relation to literacy. In this vignette we focus broadly on a collection of drawings from sixty Primary 6 students in Banda Primary School, with a specific focus on three of the drawings. The students all had two years of curriculum instruction in English.

The procedure we followed in soliciting the drawings included group discussions and interviews. The students, who were all in the same class, met with a research assistant to discuss and draw pictures of their ideas about literacy in their lives in school, outside school, and in the future. At the time, the research assistant was volunteering in the school as their English teacher. Because our goal was to explore the students’ images and ideas as evident in their drawings, we used open-ended questions to guide the discussions rather than a rigid format. We asked for instance, what kind of reading/writing do you do in school/outside of school? How do you think you will use reading/writing in the future? The directions for the drawing task did not specify who or what should be in the drawing or where it might be located. Students were simply asked to draw a picture of reading and/or writing. The discussion provided the impetus for drawing and we were aware that hearing the ideas of their peers could influence what the children might draw.

We used a modified version of Dyer’s checklist for exploring what the drawings as signs might symbolize within this particular socio-cultural context. Specifically, the drawings were coded and analyzed according to the following: representations of bodies (age, gender, race, hair, body, size and looks), representations of manner (expression, eye contact and pose), representations of activity (touch, body movement and positional communication), and props and setting. We begin with a brief description of the visual, then move beyond this basic level to try to perceive links and relationships to other elements and layers of the drawing (Dyer 93–106). In the first vignette, we concentrate on three drawings to illustrate the range of ways in which the students
Figure 1.

portrayed their understanding of the use and meaning of English reading and writing in their community. These drawings reflect the most typical meanings and uses of literacy portrayed by this group of Primary 6 students.

Nakate, like several other students, drew a picture of herself reading, sitting in a chair under a tree. The chair is symbolic of serious study rather than reading for pleasure or leisure. Nakate is reading Young Talk, a monthly student newspaper focusing on HIV/AIDS awareness and other issues that are of interest to pre-teens (see Figure 1). She explained that reading Young Talk helps her to learn words and their spelling (in English). Reading Young Talk requires a high level of English language ability, and Nakate’s decision to include this newspaper in her drawing positions her as someone who has – or wants to have – a high level of English literacy skills. Her manner of dress in the drawing provides some evidence that she may be imagining this proficient literate identity in the future, possibly when she is in secondary school. Her hair is long and more typical of secondary school girls than
primary school girls, who keep their hair cropped close to their head. She is wearing high heels and a fancy dress, which is generally the attire of secondary school girls when they are travelling somewhere away from home or school.

Nassozi’s drawing includes two scenes; in one she is standing under a tree reading English books, in the other she is sitting in a chair reading *Young Talk* (see Figure 2). In the first scene her facial expression and direct gaze at the viewer project self-confidence in her identity as a reader of English texts. The second scene, where she is reading in a chair, denotes being a serious student. In this rural area, where English is a third or fourth language for many students, this young girl clearly understands the global power of English and, in particular, that learning about the outside world is largely dependent on English language proficiency. As she explained in writing, ‘English is the best language’, and reading English books is important ‘because I want to [know] the world’. In both scenes, Nassozi portrays herself as an older student rather than a Primary 6 student. Her hair is longer and quite fashionable; her
style of dress, high heels and a smart dress, is typical for a young woman travelling away from home or school. Similar to Nakate’s depiction of self, Nassozi also appears to be imagining this literate identity in the future when she is a secondary school student.

Nsubuga drew himself and his friend under a tree reading Science books (in English), which he referred to as ‘test books’ (see Figure 3). He explained that he is studying test books to ‘know the environment’. Passing tests at this level is dependent on students’ knowledge of English across a range of disciplines, including Science. Both boys are sitting on the ground under a tree. Their positioning is relaxed and the expression on their faces is open and jovial, giving the impression that they are enjoying what they are doing. Their manner of dress, which is casual, and the inclusion of the house, indicates that the boys are at home. The football, which is positioned to the
left of the reading scene and is equal in stature, adds an interesting dimension
to the drawing and may in part explain the jovial expression on the boys’
faces. The football has been placed in direct competition with the reading
event. It is as though the boys are simultaneously communicating what they
think is expected of them in relation to school (that is, to be a serious student)
alongside what captures their attention in reality.

In all of the drawings, the students situate themselves as the central literacy
participants around which the literacy event or practice depicted revolves. In
this rural area, few adults read and write in English and the identity of reader
or writer holds considerable status. The inclusion of props such as Young
Talk, English books and Science texts are symbolic of the status associated
with membership in the English literate world. The vast majority of the
drawings depicted settings other than school, and particularly outdoor
settings, which is reflective of the multiple contexts in which reading and
writing take place in this community. Students also included participants other
than themselves, most typically, friends and siblings. Strikingly absent from
all of the drawings were teachers, parents and other adults as mediators of
literacy. From a pedagogical perspective, peers and siblings may play a more
important role in scaffolding English literacy learning than teachers and
parents or guardians. Gregory (2001) describes this interaction as a synergy,
a ‘unique reciprocity whereby siblings [and peers] act as adjuvants in each
other’s learning’ (309). The students portray themselves as actively engaged
in the reading process. Facial expressions convey focus and interest in what
they are reading, as they sit in chairs under trees or relax on the ground.
Many of the girls also depict themselves seated in a traditional pose on the
ground, with their legs to one side and modestly covered by their dress.

Writing as a literacy practice was virtually non-existent other than in the
writing of examinations. In Uganda, where social interaction has historically
been the predominant means of communication, writing, which is often
considered a very private and individualistic activity, may not be viewed as an
integral part of everyday social activities.

LEARNING THROUGH PHOTOGRAPHY IN A SECONDARY
ENGLISH CLASS

The next vignette features the work of nineteen secondary school girls in
Senior 3 (ages 16 to 19). The purpose of this study was threefold: to provide
the girls with a visual, artistic way in which to explore and view their lives
through both the lens of the camera and photographic images; to provide the
girls with an opportunity to become familiar with ‘technology’ they had not
used before, and to learn to read/use English manuals to understand cameras; also, to provide a way of developing communicative English capacity by using photographs as an entry point for discussion, writing and critique. Photography is a powerful ethnographic research tool. Hamilton proposes that photography be used in creative ways to stimulate reflection on theory, as a tool for gathering evidence, as a means to create visual representations of various aspects of culture, and as a source of data generation (19). Prosser emphasizes the use of photographs in creating cultural inventories, photographic records of contexts/situations, as well as the production of conceptual images and data collection (397–411).

None of the girls' families possessed a camera, and most of the girls had never held a camera before, let alone taken a picture. If their families had photographs, they tended to feature prominently in the girls’ homes, either on the walls, or carefully placed in photo albums displayed on a table. The photographs were generally formal, posed images of family members featuring, for example, the wedding of parents, one of the family members at a special occasion, or sometimes family photos. These pictures were almost always taken by professional photographers, individuals who own their own cameras and are paid a small amount for their picture-taking services.

The girls were divided into pairs, and each pair was given a camera to handle and examine. Each camera part and its functions was introduced. The pairs of girls were given manuals for their cameras, and the group as a whole read through the manual, step by step. Students were then asked to draw and describe each camera part to present to the others. Finally, the girls were taught to load film and batteries, turn the cameras on and off, and use the flash and zoom. The photography assignment involved the following three steps:

1) Brainstorm and write down five things that represent who you are (objects, activities, people, etc). Take one picture of each of five different things that ‘represent’ who you are;

2) Brainstorm and write down five of your favourite places, then take one picture of each of these places;

3) Brainstorm and write down the kinds of work that girls and women do. In groups of three, take pictures of five of these activities (see Figures 4 and 5 for examples of the girls’ photos).

The film was processed into strips of negatives, and the girls chose images that would reproduce into good pictures. Details of the subject of the pictures
were used as focal points for description, both orally and in writing. The photographs were also used to explore new ways of seeing things.

In journal writing and interviews, the girls discussed what they learned through their participation in the research project. Some focused on what they learned in terms of the artistic element of photography, such as composition, framing and lighting; some focused on the pragmatic aspects of knowing how to use a camera (for instance, to earn money as a ‘paid photographer’); and others considered how learning to use a camera made them feel more confident about learning about other types of ‘technology.’ Of particular note, however, was that almost all of the girls also mentioned increased English ability as something that they had gained and were happy about. The following is representative of many of the comments made by the girls:

In this group you gives [us] the camera and we take it in our villages and photo our favourite things ... which is very wonderful thing ... we have improved our English and learnt very interesting things.
When asked directly how (if at all) they believed that this research project facilitated learning English, the girls mentioned reading comprehension (as a result of studying the manuals), writing (writing about their pictures and in their research journals) and listening and speaking (from group discussions, meetings and presentations). In addition, they said that their participation in this research project also served to improve their 'school' English.

**USING DRAMA TO COMMUNICATE HIV/AIDS AWARENESS TO STUDENTS IN MBALE DISTRICT**

Mushengyezi (2003) makes a case for rethinking indigenous media as forms of public communication in Uganda, arguing that the rituals of ‘talking’ drums and orality are highly effective in disseminating information on health in Uganda (110–115). He suggests further that indigenous forms of communication are embedded in the cultural ideology of the people and that, as Uganda adopts modern ways of communication, communication planners
should take into account how these cultural forms of information can enhance learning. The work of other scholars, such as Bolton (39–47), Clyde (150–160) and Schofield and Rogers (238–248), also supports the use of dramatic performance for the purposes of learning.

One of the goals of our research in the Mbale District was to better understand how drama is used to educate secondary school students about HIV/AIDS, and to determine what benefits drama might have for English education. In the four schools we visited, we found that HIV/AIDS clubs were active organizations in the schools, and that these clubs made regular use of drama to communicate AIDS information, in English, to the student body. Most of the drama shows included mimes, poetry, songs, skits and role-plays interspersed with short messages. These different aspects of dramatic performance involved writing as the student members of the HIV/AIDS clubs edited, practised and polished the scripts for the purposes of presentation. Further, a student leader noted that all performances convey messages in a ‘simplified language which in most cases contain the students’ private dialect’. This is in an attempt to capture students’ interest as they watch the drama and also gives the audience a sense of identity as the language used is mainly a ‘modified’ English that students can easily relate to. Furthermore, ideas that would otherwise be abstract are simplified through the language the drama group uses. As a result, the students spend less time trying to make sense of what is being dramatized, and more time enjoying the drama.

Why use drama in the school environment? The club chairperson in one school noted as follows:

You see, students will usually not turn up in big numbers when you are giving a talk on HIV/AIDS. So we thought that maybe if we organize the drama as a sort of entertainment for the school, we could have many students attending and we can use the opportunity to talk about HIV/AIDS. The drama is always about HIV/AIDS, but it is also fun so students come to watch and listen. Drama is very good way of communicating HIV/AIDS to the students.

This view was supported by the chairperson of another club, who noted that:

Students think they have heard enough about HIV/AIDS, so they don’t want to pay attention when there is a general talk on AIDS. And yet there is a lot they don’t know. We use drama, which is believed to be a form of entertainment, to convey the messages on HIV/AIDS.
There are many ways in which students decide on the format of the performances. According to one of the patrons, the club decides on a theme and develops a dramatic performance around the theme. In most cases, the theme is one that is directly linked to the students' environment. After the theme has been chosen, members of the club decide on the role they will play and practice starts. A student leader adds, 'it can take us like a month just to practise before we make a public presentation'. To the students in the clubs, it is an exciting but tiring time as well because most of the practice is done after school hours. Apart from designing their own drama, the schools also receive suggestions from the Ministry of Education on what the central theme of the National AIDS Day will be. The patron of one school noted that, 'the students who offer literature are encouraged to write out the play and then the members of the club act it out.' In another school, the co-patron, who is a literature teacher, develops the play and then the students are assigned roles. It can be inferred that the literary skills developed by the students in the AIDS clubs extend to prescribed literacy texts used in other subjects such as English and Literature. One poem, written and performed by the Head of the HIV/AIDS club in one of the Mbale schools, provides an illustration of the kind of material produced by the students. It was received with much enthusiasm by students participating in an HIV/AIDS club student exchange in October 2004. Indeed, the audience participated actively in the presentation by serving as a chorus whenever the words 'two choices' and 'that's fine' were uttered. An excerpt from the poem is provided below. The young performer is pictured in Figure 6.

CHOICES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
When preparing for a dance there are two choices
You either dance with a partner or you dance alone
If you dance alone that's fine.
But if you dance with a partner, my friend, there are two choices
You either have sex with her or you don’t have sex with her
If you don’t have sex with her, that’s fine.
But if you have sex with her, my friend, there are two choices
You either have protected sex or unprotected sex.
If you have protected sex, that's fine.
But if you have unprotected sex, my friend, there are two choices.
You either get the virus or you don’t get the virus
If you don’t get the virus, that’s fine
But if you get the virus, my friend, there is one choice,
That is death.

Even though English is a second or additional language for students in Uganda, it is critical that they gain a certain level of proficiency in English for educational and career advancement. Nevertheless, English is generally used only during class time, and is seldom spoken in the home or local community, particularly in rural areas. This poses many problems for students who struggle to express themselves effectively in English – both in writing and orally. The case studies described above provide much insight into ways in which multimodal pedagogies, in particular drawing, photography, and drama, can broaden teachers’ understanding of the way students use the English language, and how their use of English can be enhanced. When students engage in projects in which they are encouraged to explore their own familiar worlds – with English as the language of communication – they significantly develop their spoken, written, reading and aural English language skills. In the projects described, English, in tandem with drawing, photography and drama, is used to convey thoughts, ideas and information generated from lived experiences. At the core of each of these projects is student ownership of meaning-making.

Research consistently shows that drawing as a means of investigating what children know has the potential to advance our knowledge of the role visual memory plays in human understandings of the world (Peterson 7). Research on drawings can well be extended to other visual media, including photography and drama. The data from our study suggest that visual media have unrealised potential for understanding how children use alternative symbol systems to make sense of the literacies and experiences in their lives. The drawings, photographs and dramatic performances are comprised of familiar images and symbols from the students’ environment, and provide insight into both literacy practices and everyday experiences.

For the primary school students, English literacy is about reading. In fact, writing for any purpose was virtually absent from their drawings. Overwhelmingly, the students made reference to pragmatic reasons for being able to read in English – to get a job, learn skills to assist their families and communities (for instance, sanitation), and pass examinations. Reading for leisure or pleasure purposes was not portrayed in any of the drawings, perhaps because domestic duties and preparation for exams occupies much of the
students’ time outside of school. For the secondary school students, the use of multimodal pedagogies encouraged students to engage with diverse aspects of the English language, including reading, writing, listening, speaking, drawing and singing. In the drama workshops, the method of allowing students to develop their own subtexts has been shown to improve writing skills (Bitz 574–586), creativity (Stein 95–115), and understanding of the phenomenon under study (Bolton 39–47; Clyde 150–160). In the photography project, the students’ perception of English as being a somewhat restrictive and artificial medium of instruction began to diminish as English began to be used for communication, expression and ownership of meaning. One of the girls (Rose) expressed this point clearly in an interview:

Shelley: How is learning English through doing a project like this different from learning English in the classroom?
Rose: In class teachers write on the blackboard and we just listen.
Shelley: In the research project how do you use English?
Rose: Communication.
Shelley: Do you learn more by studying English or by communicating in English?
Rose: Communicating.
Shelley: Why?
Rose: Because when you communicate, you think your own English.

In this article, we have made the case that multimodal pedagogies that include drawing, photography and drama have significant potential for enhancing teachers’ understanding of the way English is incorporated into students’ lives and how students can improve their understanding and use of the English language. In many ways, multimodal pedagogies represent a hybridization of indigenous and contemporary forms of communication. Drawings, as Vygotsky (112–113) notes, are children’s earliest representations of experience and stimulate their narrative impulse to create stories. By complementing such drawings with written narratives, teachers might encourage younger children to experiment not only with diverse reader identities, but also a range of writer identities. With reference to photography, it is clear that the careful and rigorous process of taking pictures of meaningful places, people and events gives children a sense of ownership over their worlds. As Norton (145–146) notes, ownership of meaning-making is crucial
for the development of literacy. What makes the use of photography particularly effective is the contextual use of reading, writing, listening and speaking activities. Finally, we have argued that drama provides the opportunity for students to experiment with different forms of English, and that the writing of plays and poems used for dramatic performance complement the oral and visual dimensions of performance.

In sum, we would like to emphasize that although the modes of drawing, photography and drama are by no means new pedagogies, incorporating them more systematically into school curricula offers innovative possibilities for how teachers might validate students’ literacies, experiences and cultures, to support English language learning in the classroom. As Mushengyezi (107–117) reminds us, communication planners in Uganda should not overlook the importance of indigenous forms of communication, such as popular theatre, drumming, and storytelling for enhancing student learning at all levels. Our research suggests that drawing, photography and drama offer exciting insights for teaching and curriculum development primarily because they invite opportunities for students to perceive and situate themselves in new ways within their societies and communities.

Although we want to emphasize the rich potential for student learning and curriculum development that multimodal pedagogies afford, we simultaneously want to acknowledge the inherent challenges of translating these possibilities into Ugandan classrooms. Many Ugandan teachers are spontaneously using multimodal pedagogies in their classrooms (for instance, through song and performance) and are constantly seeking new ways to help students understand complex concepts. But even as the Ugandan government is advocating new approaches to teaching and is considering revamping the teacher education programme, professional development for teachers is not widely supported. Typically, teachers must pay for their own professional development activities, which they are expected to schedule during their holiday time. Supporting professional development activities around multimodal pedagogies would facilitate a more in-depth understanding of how and why to include alternative modes of representation and communication to enhance student learning and target curricular goals. Providing opportunities for teachers to work together to develop new pedagogical approaches to teaching in general, and the teaching of English in particular, may represent an important first step toward the government’s current goal of producing students who create jobs rather than seek them.
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